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INTRODUCTION:,-

Micro-metallo~raphy,the Ticroscopic study of Tetals,has beCOTe 

a valuable adjunct to the iron and steel industrY,in revealing the proxiTatq 

composition and structure of materials and enabling the Tanufacturer to 

predict some of tne physical properties,such as hardness,elasticitY,ductil-

itY,with <;omparative accuracy.ChelJlistry has Tade possible the accurate 

ultimate analysis ·of s product but its scope ceases at this point,and the 

science of micro-metallography bids fair to become an iTportant Tethod of 

testin~ materials,as the physical properties of metals and alloys~to which 

these substances o_e th~tr exceptional industrial i~portatJcc,are more 

closely related to tneir proximate than ultimate composition.Many workers 

have attempted to extend this relation even to electrical and magnetic 

properties·,.wi th widely varyi nq results. At the Si xth Congress of the Inter-

national Association for Testing Materials,no less than eight papers were 

submitted dealin~ with electrical and magnetic properties of various steels 

and alloy~steels.but comparatively few of these papers were concerned with 

the micro-metallographic relation of these properties.The ~ast year. however . 
has witnessed a marked interest in this phase of the science and papers by J 

Langenberg and Weber, and by Yensen2,using mediu!TI-carbon steel and purified 

electrolytic iron,respectively,show that the practical possibilities of the 
1 

work are bein~ recognized.Frofessor Howe,in his presidential address to the 

International Association for ~esting Materials referred to the desira~llit~ 

of developing tests which can be applied to finished articles without des-

troyin~ them. He says: '"These indestructive methods have the defect of being 

indirect in one respect to weiiE.h against thtu advantage of being direct in 

another; they are direct in that they gage the properties actually needed in 

servi~e by means of other properties; the] are direct in that they may be 
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ap~lied to the very objects to be used instead of vicariously to coupons or 

1 i ke obj ects to be destroyed in the test i tstif . ,~hei r natural servi ce see!!'!s 

to supplement the vicarious destructive tests". 

Micro-metallography offers such indestructive tests and if certain micro

structures were known to correspond with certain definite electrical or 

magnetic properties , a simple polishing, etching and examination of thelij~~t 

stance !!'!i~ht take t~e place of a len~thy,delic.te and complex ma~netic or 

electrical measure!!'!ent.This method T.i~ht be applied to the testing of iron 

and alloy steels used for electrical machinery, now being accomplished by 

electrical T.ethods T.ore or less complicated and lengthy.The amount of steel 

and alloys consu!l!ed for electrical !!'!achinery is a large ~'roportion of the 4& . 
total steel output and there is decided competi~ion in !!'!anufacturing the 

best grades of irons and steels for electrical use. 

Foe the value of these steels is deter!!'!ined by the mini!!'!uT. electrical 

losses and ageing,occuring in them~and this depends on their heat treat!!'!ent. 

which,again.can be readily followed by metallography, in the structure chang-

as caused by the treat!!'!ent. 

This paper is the result of an endeavour to correlate the micro-struct-

ure of Silicon steel and its electrical and magnetic losses for which no 

data exist. 

1ft:., alloy contains froT. 2 to 5 percent of Silicon a'nd is chiefly used i 1 

the constructDon of dynaT.os and transfor!!'!ers because of it$ low energy lOSS~' 

with high p,er!!'!eability !!'!aking for high efficiency in electrical construction 

with minimum cost.tn the case of a transforT.er these losses occur in the corel 
I 

'rhe core loss of a transforT.er is the energy required to magnetize and demag~ 

netize the iron core due to revers~ls of the current. Core l.oss is a most im-

portant factor in the design of an efficient transformer. This loss is con

stant and continues every hour a plant is in operation'"even thou~t1 the 
transformer !IIay nQ,t be deli Veri n~ current 'at its secobdary .. Consequently 

I 
I 
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a transformer having a low core loss means high all day efficiency and low 

operatin~ cost on a lighting system. The i~portance of low core loss is 

evident when the cost of operatin~ a transformer is considered.ene watt in 
nours . 

core loss corresponds to a consu'I"ption of 8.,76 Kilowattj\ for a perIod of one 

year on a 24 hour service.,Assuming that it costs a central station 2 ?4- ' 
nour 

cents to produce and deliver I ~ilowattAof aner~y to the core of a transfor-

mer, each watt in core loss would be equivalent to an expenditure of 20 cts. 

It is readily seen that if a transfor'l"er possesses 50 watts less core loss 

than another of the same capacity, the operating cost would be reduced $10.00 

per annu!!'. 

Silicon steel seems to ~ive the least losses when compared with other 

steels, even the best Norway iron ~iving a greater loss,and was first produc-

ed and tested in 1902 by Hadfield in rn~land.lt is made by adding silicon 

or ferro-silicon, after tappin~ steel from a tasic open hearth converter.the 

steel is rolled into sheets 30 x 90 inches and in three gages. Fxcess Sili-

con makes the steer hard and brittle and causes scalin~ which up to a cert-

ain amount is desirable. as it acts as an ins,ulator between laminations when 

used in Totors and trans formers •. 

However,the aTount of Silicon steel~annually rejected,due to excessive 

losses, approximates some 500 tons,and,owin~ to the large percentage of 

Silicon, the alloy can not be recast or used for other purposes.'henecessar~ 

conditions of heat treatment for Silicon steel;to secure greatest efficienc~ 

seem to be somewhat obsdure and it is readily seen that the correlation of 

structure to Hysteresis would aid in determi~ing just what annealing and 

tempering is r~quired to produce the best results~Again~, a knowledge of the 

structure. corresponding to a low energy loss, might facili~ate the substit- · 

ution of a microscopic examination for the electrical methods now used in 

testing steel.ltmust be understood, however, that, In making such tests,the 
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ultimate composition of the standard and compared sample should always be 

approximately the same. 

METHOD OF PROCEDURE:· 

The method of procedure consisted in subjecting the Silicon steel to 

he&t treatments of gradually increasing temperatures.af~er which the losses 

were determined electrically as later described. Along with the large mass of 

some 26 pounds.which was in the form of a laminated transformer core. was 

placed a smaller bundle of the same material.to be used as specimens after 

each treatment. these samotes were then polished. etched and photo~rBpbed; 

they were also tested by the Shore Sceleroscope for Physical Hardness and 

analyzed after each heat treatment to detect any possi~le change in ultimate 

compositiofi.~he steel used was a foreign product. probably German.and showed 

a comparatively low loss.in the original condition.It contained 4.27 per 

cent Silicon.To compare its structure with the American products. two speci

!liens from the West Penn Steel Co.~.n -j Fastern M1~1."ere obtained. photograph

'ed and hardness tests made.This steel showed but 3.6 per cent Silicon and 

it is regretted that there was not sufficient material available to deter

mine the losses.1he change produced by annealing.,i.n this steel. is very 

markedly shown by the micro-photographs. 

HEAT TREATMENT: ~ 

T,he cores "ere heated in a muffle gas furnace'. buil t by the Denver rire 

Clay Co •• and the temperature observed by the aid of a thermo-couple and a 

Siemens-Halske Galvanometer.calibrated directly in degrees centigrade. The 

furnace was made as air tight as possi~le by clOSing the outlet at the rear 

of the muffle ~ith fire clay and by using a fire clay brick~cut to shape. 

for a door~whieh lay flush against the front of the muffle •. A hole was bored 

through the door for the tube of the thermo-couple. which ~as surrounded by . 

asbestos paper and olugged in tight to prevent access of air.Great difficul~ 
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was experienced in preventing oxidation of the steel.'J'he entire core was not 

taken apart and re-assembled for every heating.One end was simply removed. 

the coil slipped off. and the remainin~ core and loose la~inations of the 

end. were bound with iron wire to orevent fatlin~ apart.After the first heat

in~;oxidation was much in evidence and on the next attempt. the core was 

wrapped in asbestos paper and claToed to~ether by iron strips and bolts. 

This sOTewhat reduced the oxidatior,.On the third heatin~.however.8 box.with 

lapped and rivete1 jOints,built of Russia stove iron,was used.This box fit

ted the moffle al!1'ost snu~ly and tne core wws placed in this,surrounded by 

sand.An iron pipe entered the cover of the box;to serve as an opening for 

the couple~This did not see'1l to give the desired results either .. as it re

quired quite a long time to heat the entire muffle and contents to a teTp

erature of appro~i~ately IOOO°C; The sand was not pure and conseauently 

sintered and fused to so~e extent,making the removal of the iron difficult. 

~oreover .. due to some unknown cause. the muffle cracked.'1laking the installati< 

of a neW one necessary~After this. however, oxidation was "!lore readily con

trolled by reducin~ to a '1lini'1lum.the suppl~of air and using an excess of 

~as which gave a sli1ht reducin~ atmosphere.tn addition to this. bright chipi 

and turnings of steel,were lilberallystrewn in the '1luffle and these very 

materi~lly aided in reducing the amount ?f oxidation of tne cores.An asbes~ 

O! wrappin~.with all vents and dampers closed on the furnace. and a slight 

excess of gas,seemed to eliminate most of the oxidation of the cores.It was 

at first proposed to use a small section of iron. with a large,lon~.coil.and 

to heat this iron,in the electric vacuum furnace.thus eliminating oxidation 

effects.However.the resistance elements of the furnace. were not available 

and this method could not be used.It might be noted that.~uring the process 

of heat treating the st~els.somevery curious oxidation and reduction phen~ 

O~ena occured.such 8S the partial oxidation of the m.gnetite to hematite 
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and th~ pwrtial reduction of the ~a~netite to ~eta11ie iron in ·very thin 

sheets.At so~e places on the saTple,a layer of ~a~n~tite was super-i~posed 

on h~Tatite and vice-versa.The steel,initiallJ,had a coating of ~a~netite, 

which.thou~h a good insulator.is highly Tagnetic,thus aidin~ in conducting 

the Ta~n~tic flux and at the saTe ti~e.preventin~ the for~ation of any 

considerable Foucault currents.The initial thickness was approxi~ately .31 

~m.~whiCh increased with the heat treat~ents,as Table II,on Hardness and 

Thickness, show·s. 

the Taterial~which was obtained from the Moloney Electric Co~,St.Louis, 

was a foreign product, which had evidently been very well annealed,as none 

of the heat treatTents seeTed to increase its efficiency to any ~reat ~[* ... 
extent;its content of Silicon was also cOTparatively high.about 4.2 per cen· 

fhe average ATerican silicon alloy contains so~e 3 percent of Silicon,an' 

is annealed in larger lots,~ivin~,as a consequence, uneven heat distribution 

and imperfect annealin~.The ~erman material is annealed in small lots.and 

is subject to longer heat treatTent,reouiring so~e days.for complete anneal 

Ing.The difference is evident,in some of the tests made at the United State 

Bureau of Standards~3 A further discussion of each sample after heating, 

will be given later,in the ~etallographic ·section of this paper. 

In Plate I are given the heat treatment curves, showing the comparative 

len~th of ti~e and temperature, for each heat~Curve No.1 is ·very uneven, due 

to fluctuations in the pressure of the gas supply. As is noticeable, the 

time required for heating was co~~aratively short when compared to the cool 

ing portion of the curve.:tT1e process of cooling required an avera~e of 
- _ . 

eight hours in each instance.the material being allowed to reTain in the 

muffle until i~cooled to a temperature of 50·~60· C. 

Core No~I showed a lo~s of .3 pounds after the last heat treatment,a 10 

loss of some I. I per cent of the core.However the mass of iron was so lar~~ 
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that this would have practically no effect on the fi,al results.In order 

to determine accurately, the loss by oxidation,a small sample of the origin-

al steel and of the steel after the last heat treatment, was taken, and the 

oxide determined by separation from the iron and weighin~,as it scaled off 

very easilYTThej 'gave the following results:-

Before hea·ting ~ro. steel lost ~06679 glfl.FeaO. .. 6.68 % 

After heatin~ ~m. steel lost .. 07850 ~IfI.Fe30 • 7.85' % ..-_ ...... -.... -------
,.. . 
"a1 n or di fferen~e .0118 ., 1.18 % 
Gain or Loss by oxidation(by total wei ght) - I. 14 % 

This represents the separation from the core of I. I percent of iron, which, 

thou~h affectin~ induction to so~e extent. has no effect on the final loss 

values,which are calculated for a const~nt permeability and induction. 

ELECTRICAL ~FASURFMFNTS OF LOSSES:~ 

Many methods have been devised for the measurement of the energy 

losses occurring when sheet iron or steel i3 subtected to alternating 

currents. these losses consist of two components, The Hysteresis loss and the 

Fdlucault or Eddy current loss.Hysteresis,as its derivation ([,rreJ'Jt.)) implies 
. . 

is the lagging behind,of iron and steel when subjected to a magnetic field 

which is made to vary through a cycle of values.Foucault losses, however, are 

caused by small currents.~enerated in the material itself. and dissipate 

their energy in heat.~he Foucault losses are usually avoided in electrical 

,machinery by using lalflinations,oftenvery thin and separated by some insu1-

ating mediuIfI,such as enamel,varnish or the oKtde ~ta~n~t~'~1 1r~t i t e . 

The plotting of a Hysteresis loop from readings 0fmagnetuzing 

force and the reSUlting magnetic induction,is a slow process.giving no 

indication of the Eddy current 10sses.Those methods,which depend on · the 

relative motion of speci~en and a magnet, necessitate an air ~ap in the 

magnetic circuit and,as a consequence; the. induction in the specimen .s far 
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from uniform. And if~as in the Ewin~ and Blondel apparatus~a permanent magne1 

be used, the values of the flux densities which may be used,are restricted, 

limitin~ the instrument to comparative measurements onl"at one flu~ densit~ 

Hence the method of testing by alterbating currents was . adopted in the 
. 

preparation of this paper, and according to the United States Bureau of 

Standards,this seems to be the only reliable and satisfactory way ~f making 

accurate measurements.Flatell shows the connections and arrangement of 

instruments used in the test. The wattmeter measures the electrical energy, 

supplied to maintain tne alternatin~ magnetization while the maximum ma~net· 

ic induction produced in the specimen, is determined by the voltmeter shunt-

ed across the terminals of the magnetizing winding.The ammeter measures the 

excitin~ current so that changes in permeability maJ be followed by its 

increase or decrease.'rhe variable volta~e transformer facilitates the use 

of various flux densitie~ without taxirig tne generator with the burden of 

a rheostat. 

In the wattmeter method'"the speci'!'en T:a]be employed in three forms , 

t) IJ may be in the form of strai~ht strips placed in contact with a yoke 

for!fli ng a closed ci rcu i t of ferro-Ta~net ic !fIa teri al, s imil iar to a trans for-

Ter core;-

2) The straight strips Tay be used without a yoke~forming an open ma~netic 

circuit. 

3} The speCimen itself may form a closed !YI'agnetic circuit.The first for!!!s 

a compatatively unifor!YI flux but the energy supplied to the yoke must be 

distinguished froT: that sup~lied to the specimen, which can only be accomp

lished by knowin~ the constants of the Joke and securing uniform flux 

distribution.The second form ~ives a distorted flux and this irregularity 

militates a~ainst its use.The third f~rT:,is the most reliable for accura~e 
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mea~urements thou~h not nearly as rapid as the other twj,the time required 

to replace the coil and laminations bein~ a little over one hour. 

The third method was adopted in this work and two cores,built of the 

same lam! nated Sil icon steel, .31 lI"lI". thiCk, were used. B~th cores had the ~ 

same area and cross sections, as ~i ven in Tables I and V', and both coils had 
• 

the same number of turns,Coil No.II being larger than Co~l I,in diameter. 

to allow for a ~ossible expansion of the iron after heat ireat~ent and to 

faCilitate its reToval.The r~sistance of these coils are also given in the 

same tables.The copper loss in the coils,i.e. the ~r loss,due to the heat

in~ of the copper~was,ai current densities below 2 amperes.smaller than th~ 

experimental errors and consequently neglected. Above this current density 

however,the copper loss was calculated. and the readings given in the tables 

have been corrected for this factor. 

The size,shape amount and arrange~ent of lI"aterials.were in fair 

accordance with the conditions,as outlined by the Bureau of Standards~for 

such ma~netlc circuits. 

While the losses were being determined,the core was tightly pressed 

together in wooden cla'T'ps .. to secure even distribution of flux densit1~and 

the same circuits and connections and lengths of wires were used in every 

)est;the connections being made with heavy wires to eli~inate external 

resistance effects. 

Fower-was obtained from a 7.5 K.W. General IUectric Alternator.giwing 

60 cycles at 1800 P.~.M. and 3Q cycles at 900 R.P.M. The altern.tor. : *a. ~ ! 

dri~en by a dire~t current motor whose speed was regulated by a field 
, 

rheostat;while a rheostat in the field of the alternator served ~o varlth~ 

'vol ta·ge in ' smaller steps tharr the taps on the 'variable vol ta~e transfor!l!er 

would per!!!i t. 

'he speed" and therefore fre"uency~ was determined by an electrical 
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tacho~eter and checked with a speed counter.The frequency was mainut~ed as 

uniform as possible~a maximum variation of .5 ~ being allowed. 

The Tables *nd Curves give the comparative energy losses,~ea3~red 

after each heat treatTent~ and it will be noticed in Plates III and ~ 'V",that 

decided changes in the total loss have occurred after the various heat 

treatments~ Plates IV and VI,~iving the magnetization curves,show a decrease 

in permeability of the alloy, after the heat treatments. For core No.1 the 

total losses only were measured.For core No.II, however, the total loss,at 

three different flux densities,was separated into its two components, due 

respectively to Hysteresis and Eddy currents,by the Steinmetz equation,and 
3 

the Use of two freQuencies,60 cycles and 30 cycles. 

'he tests as recoded~~ive tne impressed Electro-moti~e force in volts. 

the exciting current in amperes and the total loss in watts.However,to make 

the data useful and comparable to standard conditions and- terms, the voltag~ 

"liS calculated to flux density and this used in plotting the magnetization 

curves.For the same reason, the exciting current in amperes was calculated 

to Ampere-turns per centimeter and olotted against the flux density. 

Table IX gives the eO"l'lparative data on all tests' on both cores, for 

core losses and is self explanatory.fhe losses are expressed as Watts per 

Pound at 80 cycles and it is seen that af~er SOTe heat tre~tments~the l6sse~ 

have diminished an~ after ~tners that they h~ve increased. Another interest

ing fact to note is, that at SO'fle fluJi densities the change is not so marked 

as at others~Just "hat relation these changes have to the structure will be 

more fully explaine~ in the last part of this paper. 
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TABLE I 

Core No .. I. 

Analysis~~ See Chemical Composition. 

Weignt of core" 26.3 los. Size - 2 x 3 x 9 inches. Coil No.1 = 160 turns 

of No ~ 10 B.S. square copper wire.Resistance ~ .12 ohms. 

INSTRUMENTS:l.. 

V.olone] Variable Volta~e transformer: Weston Ammeter,No.10767 

Whitney grij ~ e type wattm~ter: Weston Voltmeter,No.10103 

~enerator Speed = 18~0 R.F~M; = 60 cycles. Speed constant within 1.8 % 

Test No.1. (No preliminar] heat treatment) 60 Cycles. 

-----.....,---.-"---... ----------------~-- ... ~-.-,-.---.----------~~----~---

Impressed Flux Density Exciting Total Loss 
E.M.F. Lines per Current in 

in Volts. sq.cm. in Amps. Watts 

---~~----~~---- ... ------~---------~.----~-----~------.-~~-~~ 
100 9100 .8 17.5 

105 9675 1.0 19.36 

110 10000 I. I 20.86 

115 10450 1.35 22 ~ 

120 I09ao 1.65 23.7 

125 , 1 ?~o 2.07 25 .. 4 

130 113~0 2.55 27. I 

135 12300 2.d 29.7 

140 12-700 3.4 32.2 

145 13200 4. 1 34.68 

158 13650 4.7 36.8 





TABLE II 

Core mo.I 

Test No.II4after first ~eat treatT.ent) 60 cycles. 
_--. __________ . __ ."-_'-.:.._ ... _____________ .... J..~ .. :..--------------_____ _ 

I'I'lpressed Flux Density Excitin~ Total t.oss 
E.~.F. tines oer Current in 

in Volts sq •. cm. in Amos. Watts. 
'-'-~-.-----.----------~ .. -_ .... _---'-'-_._---------------------------

100 ~IOO I. 17.4 

105 2675 1.2 13. 

110 10000 1.6 20.7 

115 10450 1.9 22.6 

12) 10220 2.4 25. I 

125 11700 2.3 26. 

130 11300 3.2 23.5 

135 12300 3.8 30.7 

140 12700 4.5 33.6 
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TABLE III 

Core No. 1. 

Test No.1II (After second heat treatment) 60 clcles 

-------------"-------~---------- ,----------------.----- ----------

1moressed 
E.k),.~. 

in Volts 

flux Density Exciting 
Lines oer Current 

SO.cm. in A~os. 

Total t.oss 
in 

Watts 
------------~~ .. ~~:-~-----------------.-.----------------------

30 7275 • .2 12. 

86 7740 .;:) 13.8 

90 8176 .6 14.4 

96 8660 .8 16.4 

100 9100 I. 12 18.3 

106 9675 1.4 19.2 

II~ 10000 1.76 20.6 

115 1045~ 2. 15 23.0 

,120 1092~ 2.75 25 .. 0 

125 11700 3.27 27.3 

13~ 11800 3.87 29. 

135 12300 4.37 31.7 

140 12700 4.97 33.7 





TABLE IV 

Core No'-I. 

Test No.IV (After third heat treat~ent) 60 cycles .. 

-------.. ----------'-.. '-.. -~--- .... --.... --------------------------------------
I~pressed 

E.\!.F. 
in Volts 

Flux Density 
Lines per 

sq.cl'f'. 

Exci t i ng .. Total 
Current Loss 
in A~ps. in Watts 

Total Loss in 
Watts at 30 cycles 

and sal'f'e Ex.Current 

----------------"-._------------_ ... _-------.. _----------------------:----

80 7275 I ~ 37 62.9 22.8 

85 7740 1.67 63.6 25.66 

90 · 8175 1.3 77.0 27.82 

95 9650 2.2 86.8 30. 

100 9100 2.57 95.1 32.4 

105 9675 3.02 103.7 34.8 

110 10000 3.55 114.2 3~ .. 5 

115 10450 4. I 124:1 41.9 

120 10920 4.8 133.8 44.05 

N0TE:~ it was i~possib!e to Take an electrical test of the steel after 

the fourth heat treatTent,as heavy oxidation prevented the replace~ent of 

the removed yoke of the core and the errors introduced by any ·air space in 

the Tagnetic ci rcui t would have seriously i !!I'pai red the accuracy of the 

fibal results. However hardness tests were ~ade and micro-photographs were 

taken. after the last heat teeatments of both Core I and II. 
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FLAT! XV 

EXCITING CORRENT in A ~ ?fRf-T U RNS FER CENTIMET ER. CORE I at 60 cycles frequency. 
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'TABLE V 

Core No.II 

Analysis:~saT-e as Gore I. 

Wei~ht of core - 26 Ibs. Size 2 x 3 x ~ inches.Coil No.II ~ 160 turns of 
. 

No~ 10 B.S. square copper wire.Resistance = .145 ohT-s.This coil was built 

sli~htly larger than No.1 to facilitate reT-oval fro~ the core. 

INSTRUMENTS:~ sa~e as used for Core I. 

Test No. I (no heat treatTent) OJ cycles 
__ -.a.- ... ______________ . __ . ___ ' __________________________________ .. _____ .... ____ _ 

IT-pressed FlUB Densit] Excitin~ Total 
E.'A.F. Lines ~ per Current Loss 

in Volts ' SQ .. CT-. , in AT-OS .. in Watts. 

.-.-~----------------------~-----------~------'---.. ---------------------
30 7200 12.5 

90 3175 15~5 

100 3100 .2 18.7 

105 3676 .0 20.6 

110 10':)00 1 .. 06 22.4 

1\5 10450 1.26 24.5 

120 10'320 1.45 27. I 

125 117JO 1.77 29.6 

130 11800 2.05 32.42 

135 12300 2.35 35.0 

140 12700 2.32 37 •. 3 

145 13200 3.4 41.2 

150 13650 4 • .05 44~a5 
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TABLE VI 

Core lITo.II 

Test No.1. (no heat treat~ent) 30 cycles 

~~------------~--~--~--------------~-----------------

I~pressed Flux tkllsi t.'l Excitin,! Total 
E.M.F. Lines per Current t.oss 

in Volts sa.6'1!. in 
,0., .~. ") 

A'I!ps. ih Watts. 

~~~"-------~----~--~-~'-:---'-~~-----""---------------------

54 9800 I. 10.36 

57 10400 1.25 11.6 

59 10750 1.45 12.2 

62.5 11400 1.75 12~9 

63.5 11600 2. 14~0 

65 11850 2 ~ 25 14 .. 8 

66 12000 2.5 15. I 

68 12400 2.7 16.4 

70 12250 3.0 16.7 

72. 13100 3.5 17. 1 

78 14200 4.0 18.7 





I I 

TABLE VIr 

Core No. II 

Test No •. II (After first heat treat'T'ent) 60 c]clss 

'---~------'------~--~---!-~~----------------.--------------------

IToressed Flux Bensit} Excitin~ Total 
E.~. F. Lines r er Current t.oss 

in Volts so. CT.. in AT.os. in Watts. 
--------_ ... ------ ------------... -~-~-. ---------------.--------------

80 7200 12.7 

~O 3176 14.6 

100 2100 .7 lB. 

lOS ~o7S I. I 19.9 

110 10000 1.4 21.7 

115 10460 1.77 23.6 

120 10920 2. I 26 •. 

125 11700 2.6 27~1 

130 11800 2 .:::) .... 22 •. 9 

136 12300 

140 12700 3 •. 96 34.6 

146 13200 4 .. 7 36 .3 
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TABLE VIII 

Core No.II 

~est No.II (After first heat treatment) 30 cycles 

.-..-___ . __ ... _____________ .... _________ a...~-------------.--.~~-~~-_____ ._ 
Impressed Flux Dellsity Excitin~ Tdltal 

F.M.. F. tines oer Current r.oss 
un Volts sq. CT. in AlI"ps. in Watts •. 

-"----------------------.------------------------------------

61 9300 I. 8.61 

67 10400 1.6 10 .. 4 

60 10300 2. II ~67 

64 11700 2.0 12.8 

67 12200 3. 13.7 

69 12600 3.5 14 ~ 7 

72 13100 4 •. 1~ .. 7 

74 13500 4.0 16.4 

76 13~JO 0 .. 17.5 

NOTE:~ As in the case of Core I~after the last heat treatTent,it was 

iTpossible to make another electrical test as the re-a3semblin~ of the 

core was not feasible, due to oxidation and fusion. However hardness and 

Ticroscopic exaTina,ions were Tade and photo~raphs taken. 
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EXCITING CU.RENT' in AMPERE-TURNS PER CENTIMETER. CORE IIat 60 cycles freq'uency. 
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TABLE IX 

ENERGY LOSSES IN STEELS BEFORF AND AFTER HEAT TREATMENTS 

m 

~---------------~-----~--i--------~----------i------------------,---------------------·-1 

.t Numbert Gage in ,I Hard- f --.. ~-:-~~~~ ________ 1---~-:-~~~~~------~----~-:-~~~99-------- ... --f 
, l mm. n es s I ',l r 'f I I,: , Watts per lb.at . . Watts per b. at , . Watts per lb. at. 
, t I. by, 1 .l t 
, I 1 , 60 cycles 1 60 cyclesr 60 cycles , 
t-----·--~-------~---~__r--~--,-------t-----t-~---·-I-------i--~--,-------T------l-----~ 
I r I lTotallHyster-f Eddy J Total I Hys ter-I Eddy·t Total ~ Hyster I Eddy I 
, , ,. . I · ' · I 1 , I : 1 I _ , 
, .t I~Lo3S , esis 1 "oss' Loss .' esis 1 toss I toss I esi s I ~oss I 
: Co re I •. ~ I f.------;-------t .. t--.. t·------... -------t------f-------+------,------, 
I . r , .l I r , I ... 'tt , 
I · ' T. , , ... , , , , r, " 
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TABLE X 

THICKNESS AND HARDNFSS 

fhe hardnrss was Teasured by the Shore Sceleroscore.and the ~a~e of the 

steel by a Ticro-Teter ~a~e.Given as avera~e readil'l~s at several places. 

Core No~I (Forei~n Steel) 4.27 % Silicon 

Heat 'freat!!'ents 
---~---------.--~ 

1. 
Ori~inal 

IV 
1080· 

V 

780· Centigrade 
'~ __ ~~""~'-'~ ... _____________ ~-..~ ____ .... ____ .. ____________ ....... r.._~ __ -. _______________ _ 

Hardness 42 61 47 43 39 

___ r-. ___________ .. ~--.-------~-----~----~------

----------------~-:------... 
Thickness .31 TT 

I 

Ori~inal 

.34 T!r.. • 38 !r.m. 

Core No.II (Foreign Steel) 4.27% Silicon 

III 
320· Centi~rade 

--. .-.--------... --.... ---~-~~~-.- .... :-~.-----------------------------------------

Hardness 60 47 3d 

-------~.-~-~---~------------------~-~----~------------------------------

Thickness ~32 TT! .34 !P.'I'. .37 !r.T .. 

West Penn Steel (A~erican), 3.6! Silicon 

Annealed Un~annealed 

Hardness 61 46 
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CHEMICAL COMPOSITION 

In order to detect any possible change in the ultimate composition of 

the material after heat treatments,duplicate analyses were made,of each 

sample.after heat treatment.However,there was no change noticeable, the 

analyses a~reeing very well within the limits of experimental errors.'he 

two cores used in the electrical tests were found to have the same compes-

ition and were probably built un froT the same lot of material.Consequent~ 

ly the detailed analytical results need not be give~ as this w&uld require 

the state~eDt of tr.e data of some 50 analyses~ 

~he silicon and phosphoros ' were determined in one analysis,according 

to the method of Alexander Blair,the phosphorus bein~ weighed as Mafnesium 

pyro"'phosphate.The evolution '1!ethod.with absorption of the hydro~en sulfid 

in ammoniacal 6ydrogen peroxide,as given in Bit~al.r No. 14,United States 

Bureau of Standards, was used for the sulphur deter'1!ination.~anga~ese was 

tested for by the colorimetric metnod but traces only, were found. 

The Carbon content of these steels was verJ low,as it was practically 

impossible to estiTate it colorimetrically.tn the course of the other . 

analyses, the dark color,due to combined carbon, could not be detected and 

no traces of ~raphite appeared with the silica.~oreoverrGuillet has shown 

that the structure in Silicon steel is independent of the carbon content. · 

being entirely regulated by the proportion of silicon .. as his clia~ra!lf.Flate : 

XXI, illustrates. Any possible carbon present in this steel would be in the 

combined form and would a~pear probably as pearlite. 

ANALYSES 
Name Silicon Sulphur Phosphorus Manganese 

Foreign 4. 27~ .' .038 % ~040 ~ trace 

American 3.61% .042 i .99 % 

The foreign material seems to be the better material,being purer. ' 





Pi,ATE XXI 

CO NSTITUTIONAL DI AG RAM OF SILICON STEEL.(Guillet)~ 
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MICRO-STRUCTURE 
--' ~-~~--~-------~---

;he followin ~ Plates show the structure of the steel before and after 

the various heat treat~ents denoted by the curves in Flate I. 

the srecimens.bein~ thin and inconvenient to handle , were mount~d on glass 

slides with Canada balsa~ and polished on successively finer gradations 

of eTery and finally with rouge and then with a soft dry cloth. 

They were etched with concentrated Nitric acid as follows:~ ~he 

speciTen.well polished,was held near a stream of runnin~ water and just 

sufficient acid was poured on the steel to cover it completely. As soon as 

~iolent interaction resulted and brown fumes were evolved, the sample was 

Quickly placed in the stream of water and well washed~being held under the 

water for some time and not exposed to the air. After a few minutes washing 

it was removed from the water and dried as rapidly as possible with a soft 

c'oth and filter ~aper,to Drevent oxidation.All- the specimens were polish-

ed and etched in this manner. 

Alon~ with the micro-chotograohs are ~iven the electrical and physic

al constants of the materials for comparison._he Total ~oss is expressed 

in Watts per pouhd at a frequency of 60 cycles and a flux density of 

IOOOO.The Hardness is expressed in terms of the Shore Sceleroscope scale 

While thickness or ga~e is given in millimeters. The composition of the 

steels represented on the followin~ pages, have been given under the 

title Chemical Composition and need not be here restated. 





FLATE VI 
I 

COR~ A 
-

Total Los~ = .792 Watts. 

No.1 
Ampere-turns= 2.76 
Hardness 42 

.31 mm 
• L 

" f >' . 5' 

x 280 

x 280 





No.II 
'iL.J O 

FU.TE VII 

'CORE A 
Total ~oss.790 · Watts. 
ATpere-turns= 3.6 
Hardness = 61 
Ga~e = .34 TT. 

x 280 

x 289 





FLATE VIII 

CO PE A 

No. III 
d60 ° 

x ~80 

x 280 

To t al Cos s = .786 Watts. 
A!p oe r e-tur r: s= 4. 26 

47 
• 36 mn' 





FLAT~ IX 

COR~ A 

Total Loss = .785 Watts. 
Ampere-tu rns= 4.25 
Hardness 47 

Ge~e .35 mm. 

No.III 

x 230 





FI,ATE X 

CORF A 
Total toss 4.35 Watts. 

No.IV 
Ampere-turns = 8.6 
Hardn~ss 43 
Ga~e .38 mm. 

x 280 

x 280 





No. IV 

IC80° 

PI·ATE XI 

CORE A 
Total Loss = 4.36 Watts. 
Ampere-turns =8.6 
Hardness 4:3. 

Ga~e .38 mm. 

x 280 

x 2S0 





FtATE XII 

CORE A 

Total [,oss 4.35 Watts 

~~o. IV 
Arrpere-turns= 8.6 
Hardness 43 

Sa2e .:;,~ 
• u~ 'l!'1' 

x 2.BO 





Nc, . V. 

FLATE XIII 

COPE A 

x 280 

Total Loss 
Arl' pere-turns 

Hardness 
Sa2'e 

- unknown. 

30 v • 

. 39 mrn. 





q·UE XIV 

COR E A 

No.V 
780 0 (Final he Cl kIreatme nt) 

x 70 

No.1 
Before heat treatmen t. 

x 70 

'Total Loss 
-unknown Ampere-turr:s 

Pa rdness - 38 . 
Ga2:e • :39 mm. 

Total [.oss = .722 W 

Ampere-turns= 2.75 
Hardness 42 





~LAT[: XV 

COPE A 

~: o . if • 
780 0 O 'incl neat treatment). 

x 70 

No.1 
Eef0re ne8t treatment. 

x 70 

Total Loss 
-unknown 

A:i~ pere- turn s 

Hardness 
.-,- . 

• ~~ Trr: 

Total Loss .722 W 
Ampere-turns= 2.75 

Hardness 42 • 

• 31 T.~(: 





XVI 

CORE B 
ANAI·YSIS same as Core A. 

No.1. 

Ori~ i nal steel before heat treatment. 

To tal loss . 2~~ ~ atts 

Ampere-turns= 2. 5 
Hardne ss 50 

.32 mm . 

x 280 





FI.A'TE XVII 

CORE B 

Total [.oss .862 Watts 
A~oere Turns= 2.6 

No.I 
Hardness 60 

Ga~e .32 mm. 

x 280 

x 280 





~k . II 

FLATE XVIII 

CORE B 

Total Loss = .836 WaJts 
Ampere-turns= 3.7 
Harciness 47 

.34 

x 280 

- x 280 





FLATE XIX 

CORE B 

To tal Loss 
An'o Qr ~ unk " . v e-turn s' nown 

No. III 
820 0 

~"i ardness 

Gage 

x 280 

x GdU 

3.'d 

. 37 !11m 





FLATE XX 

West Fenn A~erican Steel (3.6% Silicon) 

No.1 Un-annealed. Hardness 45 

x 230 
------~ .. -.~ ... ~;.,.--
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DISCUSSION:-

It is to be noted in Flate VI that the steel is a~parently 

co~posed of trre~ular poly~onal ferrite crystals interspersed with larger 

pearlitic crystals,probably an eutectoid of ferrite and ferrous silicide. 

The structure within the ferrite grair.s is angular while that of the eutect

oid is la~inated.'fIhisstructure corres[londs to II loss of .792 watts per pound 

and a hi~n permeability requiring but 2.75 a~pere-turns for saturation at 

10000 B. 

After the first heat treatmelt,however,the ferrite grains have pract

ically dissse.pell~lI, as Flate VII well shows while the eutectoid crystals have 

tnc~eased somewhat in size~.their total valume has diminished.jhe structure as 
, 

a whole has a~parently become pearlitic and the second illustration on rlate 1 

. VII · shows · the · fahlt · traces of , the ,crys'al ·boundari'es.'hesteel, in this ~ase 

shows a very slight decrease in energy loss, probably beyond the experi~ental 

error~The Curves. as a whole, should be considered in interpreting the results. 

The permeability has also decrea.ed,requiring 3.5 ampere-turns for saturatio~ 

while the hardness has decreased to 51,due to the absence,probably,of.the 

granular structure. 

Number III,after tr.e second heat treatment~shows poly~onal structure 

in part,thou~h sti~l pearlitic and the size of the eutectoid has in~reased to 

some extent.Flate IX shows the eutectoid surrounded by the pearlite. This 

eutectoid is soarsely scattered throu~h out the mass and seems mote stable 

than the other acco~p~~yin~ structure. The energy loss in this sample has 

sli~htly diminished to ~785 watts and the permeability has also been ~educed, 

requiring 4.25 alTlpere-turns.Hardness has decreased to 47,due probably to the 

reappearance of the crystalline structure. 
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Flate X shows the structure after the third heating.jt is apparent that the 

crystalline structure has reappeared as ferritic pearlite and that the grains 

have increased re~arkablJ in size.fn~ eutectoid is shown as large crystals 

in botr. illustrations on Flate X; and plate XI shows the pearlite very 

plaiMly with evidence of Tergin~ into a larger ~ass,as the dissapearing boun~ 

aries show.The surrounding crystals are Tarkedly pearlitic in character. 

Flate XII shows this still Tore cl~arly~as well as the dissapearin~ boundar

ies between the crystals~The energy loss has also increased remarkably, and 

the oerTeability decreased to one half its forTer value in No~III~ 

~late XIII gives the structure after reheating to 780°,when the 

crystals have sli~htly increase in size w_ile the hardness decreased. the 

value being 33. ,he structure as a whole is still pearlitic. 

, ~18tes IIV and XV give the cOTParative size of the crystals initiall~ 

and after the last heat treetTent,under the same magnification of 70. 'he 

pearlite is v~ry Tarked'in N~.V while the ferrite crystals stand out pro~in-

ently in No.1. 

In the steel froT core II the saTe ohemOTena can be observed.Plate 

XVI ~ives the structure before heat treatTent.tt is evident that the crystal 

of the ferrite and eutectoid are comparatively larger than those in core T. 

,-the energy losses are also lar~er in aore B~so~e .862 watts per pound_while 

in core I they were only .792 watts.~r.e hardness nu~ber is 50.Flate XVII 

shows that No.II of Gore I and this steel of Core II are similiar in having 

a pearlitic structur~ and the sa~e hardness.t~e perTeability however is 

greater for this speciTen,requiring only 2.5 ampere-turns for saturation. 

Flate XVII shows the sa~e speciTen at a different place_where the crystals 

are very large, irregular and pearlitic in character. After heat treat~ent, 

however, the structure chan~ed as rlate XVIII shows,wuth a correspondin~ 

decrease in ener~y loss and perTeability.It is evident however, that the 
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coarse crystals have broken up into smaller ones and that the structure is 

more re~ular.The eutectoid however is not much in evidence in this case. 

After the third heating the crystals increased to great size and 

retained their pearlitic character,Plate XIX. ~he hardness decreased just 

as in the case of Nos.III and IV of core I and the absence of the eutectoid 

and tegularity of .the crystals are to be noted. 

Flate XX ~ives the structure of an American steel containing 3.6 % 

Silicon. No.1 shows the irregularity in structure of the un-annealed 

specimen,chiefly ferrite.In the annealed specimen.No.f!~however,the struct-

ure is more re~ular and consists principally of the eutectomd and ferrite 

crystals.~he ener~1 losses could not be deter~iLed for these samples,as only 

small speci~ens were available. In ~eneral it is kno.~ how~ver that the l03se 

are lower in the a~neaEed speci~eD4 
CONCLUSIONS:~ 

FroT. the data presented in this paper;it seems evident that there is 

a decided connection between the T.icro~structure of silicon steel and the 

ener~y 10sses •. Thou~h this relation may not be a straight line function. 

nevertheless the limits of its application might be determined and the 

relation mi~ht then have some value in commercial and industrial fields. 

That the size of the grains has a distinct bearin~ upon the energy losses 

in Tediu~ carbon steel (but not for silicon steels) was pointed out by 

Langenberg and Weber, while this work was in pro~ress.~heir results seemed 

to point to the fact that a coarse grained pearlite gave the lowest ebergy 

losses.in the case of- this silicon steel. the data and illustrations seem 

to show that the energy losses are greatest as the coarse pearlite di~inish

e •• Fure ferrite with the eutectoid secures the least losses,.in the steel. 

ihe hardness seems to ha.ve no special bearing, decreasing in general wi th 
the . 

increase in crystal size. Re~ulari tv of the cr.vstaD3 ill , steel givestbe 

lowest losses whan the crystals are ferrite with coarse pearlite~ 
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In ~enetal.then.it ~ay be said that the ener~y losses are lowest when the 

structure of the steel is almost entirely ferritic.interspersed with an 

eutectoid.The eutectoid seems to have the function ;i(~~Fitf$:(y pure ferrite 

(alpha ir~n) free to be ma~netized and dema~netized without suffering excess-

ive losses. As soon as the pearlite looses its coarseness and disseminates 

throu~t t~e -steel. the m~netic and electrical properties are affected to a 

marked de~ree.lt is interestinq to note that these results seem in p~rfect 

accordance with the results of Yensen2.published while this paper was in 

oreparation.In the course of his investigation. electrolytic iron of 99.98% 

purity was melted in an electric -vacuum f~rnace and it was found that the 

resulting product ~ave less than 50% of the hysteresis losses found i~ the 

b •• \ ~rade of commercial Silicon steel. The absemce of carbon seems to lower 

the ener~y losses to a ~reat extent and in Siliconsteel.as the results of 

this paper show; the coarse ~rained pearlite leaves the iron in a relatively 

pure state as the ferrite. the Silicon probably acting as the purifying a~ent. 

just what heat treatments would be necessary to secure this structure 

it is difficult to predict but further experiments in this directionr.woild 

probably lead to the discovery of the proper temperature conditions for 

annealin~ this steel.This would prove valuable in the industrial .-world and 

would prevent the waste of much material. 
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